
INTRODUCTION

Willi Weber and Simos Yannas

... ela tradition est la chaîne ininterrompue de toutes les novations et, par delà, le témoin le plus sû r de
la projection vers l’avenir.1

(Le Corbusier, 1957, p.144)

The object of this book is to look at one of the most quoted, but least well studied,
characteristics of vernacular architecture: its physical relationship with climate and site.
Generalized observations on the climatic adaptation of vernacular buildings are plentiful, but
detailed and reliable measurements are quite scarce. Discussing the role of climate in eHouse
Form and Culture Amos Rapoport paid tribute to:

the amazing skill shown by primitive and peasant builders in dealing with climatic
problems, and their ability to use minimum resources for maximum comfort.

(Rapoport, 1969, p.83)

However, the precise role and importance of climate as generative principle for built form
is still an open question. Rapoport was careful to lay aside claims of climatic determinism:

One need not deny the importance of climate to question its determining role in the
creation of built form. Examination of the extreme differences in urban pattern and
house types . . . shows them to be much more related to culture than to climate.

(Rapoport, 1969, p.19)

Studies of vernacular buildings and settlements conducted since the publication of Rapoport’s
seminal book corroborate his observations. However, while the built form and materiality

fof vernacular buildings may suggest their climatic provenance, in itself this is hardly proof 
of all-year environmental performance. For example, thick masonry construction with

rsmall windows, a characteristic of Mediterranean vernacular, can provide daytime indoor
temperatures cooler than outdoors on these two features alone, thus serving such buildings



well in the hot and sunny summers of this climatic region.2 In winter, however, with mean
daily outdoor temperature hovering around 10–12°C, the small windows and thick masonry
walls are at a disadvantage as they jointly prevent indoor temperatures from rising much above

rthese values, which are well below thermal comfort range; the building is thus no longer
capable of being free-running and becomes dependent on the hearth and on non-renewable
energy sources.

Our objective today is to achieve acceptable indoor environmental conditions for occupants
with the least expenditure in energy and materials, replacing non-renewable energy sources
with renewable ones and doing away with environmentally unfriendly processes and materials.
We have the knowledge of building physics, wide choice in materials that can provide
appropriate environmental properties, and a good understanding of what drives environmental
performance derived from measurements and simulation studies. What lessons can vernacular
architecture continue to hold for us today?

The papers in this book show that there are two important ways in which vernacular
farchitecture continues to be of direct and practical interest for architects and students of

architecture today. First, it provides a large pool of buildings on which to study the application
of passive techniques of environmental design3 that are not just technical applications but
integral constituents of the buildings’ architecture and the inhabitants’ lifestyle.

In contrast, few contemporary buildings lend themselves to such study, a situation that is
particularly acute in developing countries and warm climates where conventional air
conditioning is seen as a panacea and applied indiscriminately.

The second important reason for which vernacular architecture continues to be of direct
and practical interest today echoes Le Corbusier’s statement at the start of this introduction.
Vernacular architecture never ceases to appeal to architects and students of architecture. In
this capacity it has often inspired the development of new ideas and projects, acting as a
springboard and model for innovation rather than imitation.

The fourteen papers that follow in this book were selected from a larger number presented
at the 23rd PLEA Conference held in Geneva on the topic of ‘Clever Design, Affordable
Comfort’.4

Part I of the book highlights different facets and constituents of vernacular architecture as
objects of environmental design research. Each chapter is an individual case study on the
relationship of the built form with its setting, encompassing the scales of settlement and
individual building as well as that of building elements and their components. The treat-

 ment of transitions between these different scales and the nature of adaptive opportunities
available to inhabitants to modify environmental conditions are of particular interest. Thanos
Stasinopoulos, in his essay on the island of Santorini (Chapter 1), identifies the scarce
resources and harsh natural setting of the island as the origins of the distinctive architectural
language and environmental features of the island’s settlements. He argues that on Santorini,

ffunctionality and environmental performance were underpinned by the convivial nature of
the urban tissue and the communal spirit of the inhabitants. Communal spirit and respect for
neighbours’ rights to light, fresh air and privacy are recurrent themes in the following paper
(Chapter 2), in which Riccardo Balbo – whose research team studied two mud brick
settlements at the Dakhleh Oasis in Egypt – finds the strong influence of cultural, social and
religious values matched by knowledge of climate and concern for material resources.
Focusing on the interface between public and private, the paper traces the guidelines that
had shaped the form of the settlements and provided its builders with rules of thumb on the
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fwidth of streets, the heights of buildings, the position and size of openings and the design of
outdoor and semi-outdoor spaces.

On far too many contemporary buildings the indiscriminate orientation, sizing and
detailing of windows, combined with poor thermal properties and lack of solar protection,
has turned this most potent and multifunctional building element into a major environmental
handicap. This is in stark contrast with the care with which windows are treated by vernacular
builders. Habib Melki’s account of the influences that shaped the evolution of the window
in Lebanese vernacular architecture shows how cultural, functional and environmental
considerations combined to produce a broad typology of window forms and features that
provided formal diversity as well as performative subtlety (Chapter 3).

The next two papers deal with the hammām, a uniquely communal building type thata
houses distinctly different indoor microclimates. Magda Sibley draws on her surveys of historic

fpublic baths in Fez and Damascus to highlight the distinctive characteristics and evolution of
this building type (Chapter 4). Of particular interest here is how the built form contributes
to the creation and maintenance of its distinct indoor microclimates through the zoning 
and buffering of spaces and by the coupling of the building to the urban tissue, which results
in reduced exposure to the outside while access to natural light and ventilation air is pro-
vided by roof apertures. Jean Bouillot reports on a field study and spot measurements at the
hammām Bab El Bahr in Cairo, sharing his hypotheses about how the section, internal layouta

dand detailing of the building contribute to its performance (Chapter 5). Unlike the blind
external elevations of hammāms, designed to minimize exposure to the outdoor climate, thea
external envelope of the building described by Brian Ford, Benson Lau and Zhang Hongru

d(Chapter 6), was clearly intended to be permeable, and the nature of its built form, designed
as a succession of pavilions and courtyards, maximizes exposure to the outdoor environment.
The paper shows how this design strategy allowed the building to achieve comfortable condi-
tions throughout the year while providing a visually stimulating sequence of spaces.

Transitional spaces such as patios, courtyards, verandas and their many variants are among
the most recognizable and environmentally potent features of vernacular architecture. In the
last paper of this part of the book Saadet Armagan Gü leç, Fatih Canan and Mustafa Korumazg
discuss several variants of such spaces as encountered in the traditional settlements of south-
east Turkey (Chapter 7). The authors underline the social character, functionality and positive
environmental attributes of these traditional features in contrast to their contemporary
variants.

Part II of the book is also in the form of a series of case studies. However, here the object
of research is not the vernacular in itself, but the way in which engagement with it has inspired

rsubsequent generations of builders, architects and students into new ventures and designs for
which vernacular architecture provides a reference or yardstick. Kimberly Kramer’s essay on
the bungalow (Chapter 8) traces the origins of this dwelling type in the vernacular traditions
of India, from where it was developed to provide accommodation for early colonial settlers.
While the concepts borrowed from the vernacular were well adapted to the warm climates
of the subcontinent they remained at odds with occupants’ persistence in maintaining their
northern European dress codes and behavioural patterns. Achieving thermal comfort in hot

rperiods required the services of energetic servants in the role now played by mechanical air
conditioning. Refined over the years, the bungalow was reproduced across India and
eventually exported to Britain and North America. In his homage to Japanese traditional

farchitecture José  María Cabeza-Lainez (Chapter 9) focuses on the influence its treatment of
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daylight and sunlight had on distinguished Western architects such as Bruno Taut and Antonin
Raymond, while continuing to inform contemporary Japanese architects and artists. Discussing
the bioclimatic attributes in the work of the Mexican architect Luis Barragán, Anibal Figueroa
and Gloria Castorena (Chapter 10) argue that Barragán’s intuitive and empirical approach
was rooted in the methods of vernacular architecture, which gave his work a timeless yet
contemporary feel. Leticia Neves’ essay (Chapter 11) celebrates the work of Severiano Porto,
an architect who, having moved to the Amazon region in the 1970s, adopted local traditional
methods, adapted his buildings to climate and site and developed new construction methods
making the use of local timber widely acceptable.

Comparison of the thermal performance of the traditional Thai house with one of con-
temporary design is the topic of the critical essay by Kevin McCartney, Paruj Antarikananda
and Elena Douvlou (Chapter 12). Undertaken by computer simulation, the comparison allows
the authors close control over the modelling of climatic variables and building design
parameters. Given the nature of the country’s climates, differences in thermal performance
arise primarily from variations in the size and degree of solar protection of windows and to
a lesser extent from the thermal capacity of the building structure. Joy-Anne Fleming’s design
for a ‘Wee Energy House’ in rural Northern Ireland (Chapter 13) draws inspiration from the
traditional cottage form of the region. While maintaining an aesthetic link with local tradition,
the design takes advantage of contemporary passive techniques to achieve good comfortable
conditions on low running costs. Here thermal simulation studies have helped decide the
values of key design parameters optimizing thermal performance.

In the final paper of Part II, Wayne Forster, Amanda Heal and Caroline Paradise (Chapter
14) describe a taught course for first-year architecture students in which study of vernacular
buildings at a Welsh open-air museum has provided an experience-based learning context in
which the physical characteristics and environmental performance of the buildings are
introduced by direct observation and the lessons learnt are immediately applied by the students
on their own designs.

In contrast to the teachings of many environmental design textbooks whose message is to
minimize this, maximize that, or optimize the other, the main lesson of vernacular architecture
is to harmonize, and it is by harmonizing conflicting design requirements that it achieves its
sense of community and timelessness. We hope that readers may be encouraged by this book
to pursue case studies of their own, drawing from the vernacular traditions of their region
on the way to developing new models and prototypes for the present and the future. We
will be pleased to hear of any such efforts.

Willi Weber, willi.weber@archiwatt.ch
Simos Yannas, simos@aaschool.ac.uk

Notes

1 ‘. . . tradition is the unbroken chain of all renewals and, beyond that, the surest witness of the projection
toward the future’.

2 The thermal capacity of the thick masonry walls modulates the indoor temperature towards the daily
average of the outdoor temperature while small windows limit heat gains from the outside. In this
way indoor temperatures can remain below 30°C while the outdoor air temperature rises above 35°C

rand may feel much warmer for subjects exposed to direct sunshine. At night, when the outdoor
mtemperature falls to the vicinity of 20°C, opening the windows allows daytime heat gains from

occupancy to be dissipated and the building can then start the following day at a temperature close
to the cool morning temperature outdoors.

4 Willi Weber and Simos Yannas



3 In contemporary terminology we refer to such design strategies as passive, or preferably as b lbioclimatic,
to indicate that the mechanisms involved do not depend on mechanical systems but on biological
and climatic processes.

4 PLEA stands for Passive and Low Energy Architecture, an international network of experts
fcommitted to the development, documentation and diffusion of the principles and practice of

sustainable environmental design. Since its beginnings in 1981, PLEA has held international conferences
in many different countries and climatic regions to study these practices locally and to disseminate
them globally.
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Monthly mean temperature of daily maximum
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Explanations for meteorological figures

TABLE 0.1 Geographic latitudes and longitudes of locations

1 Santorini, Greece 36.2 25.3
2 Dakhleh, Egypt 25.3 29.1
3 Beirut, Lebanon 33.5 35.3
4a Fez, Morocco 34.3 -4.6
4b Damascus, Syria 33.3 36.2
5 Cairo, Egypt 30.0 31.2
6 Zhouzhuang, China 30.5 120
7 Diyarbakır, Turkey 38.1 40.2
8 Baharampur, India 24.1 88.2
9 Kyoto, Japan 35.0 135.4

10 Mexico City, Mexico 19.2 -99.1
11 Manaus, Brazil 3.1 -60.0
12 Bangkok, Thailand 13.4 100.3
13 Belfast, Northern Ireland, UK 54.4 -6.0
14 Cardiff, Wales, UK 51.5 -3.2

Note: - is sign for West Longitude
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PART I

Bioclimatic Facets of
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1
THE FOUR ELEMENTS OF 
SANTORINI’S ARCHITECTURE

Thanos N. Stasinopoulos

GREECE

CRETE

Santorini

MAP 1 Santorini, Greece

Introduction

The four elements concept

According to a long line of scholars, from the ancient
Greek philosophers to the medieval alchemists, the very
essence of nature is a combination of four key elements
in various configurations and interactions:

fire (e.g. sunlight, volcanoes);
earth (e.g. soil and most materials);
air (e.g. wind, oxygen);
water (e.g. sea, rain).

An obscure fifth element (‘ether’?) of a rather spiritual
nature is thought to bind the other four together, being
the catalyst of life.

Greek philosophers linked these elements to the five
Platonic solids, and Aristotle related the four main
elements to our senses, with additional reference to the
four seasons (Figure 1.1).

The philosophical aspects of the four elements are not
the issue here; instead, it is their utilization as a systematic
tool to look at architecture in relation to nature.

The vernacular settlements of Santorini are an
rexcellent case to demonstrate that approach, as they offer

numerous features at various scales that manifest the
rconnection between the built environment and the four

elements, exemplifying the influence of the natural forces
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in shaping architecture. From minute building details to entire neighbourhoods, from man-
made structures to natural formations, Santorini seen through the ‘four elements prism’
highlights not only the power of nature but also the traditional response to natural conditions
–– and perhaps the effects of the contemporary lack of it.

The island of Santorini

Santorini or Thira is a striking natural example of the interaction between the four elements:
it is a group of islands around the bay of Caldera, 90km north of Crete, remnants of a gigantic
volcanic eruption (ca. 1500 BC) that obliterated the Minoan society of Crete with colossal
tidal waves and a cataclysm of ash, perhaps also causing the natural phenomena described in
Biblical Exodus (Figure 1.2).

12 Thanos N. Stasinopoulos

FIGURE 1.2 The volcanic Caldera of Santorini; the dark islet in the middle was formed by
eruptions as recent as 1950

FIGURE 1.1 The Platonic solids

Fire Earth Air Water Ether



Several scholars believe that Santorini was the legendary Atlantis that vanished due to a
sudden natural disaster as described by Plato. Recent excavations have revealed a large settlement
about thirty-five centuries old, well preserved under thick volcanic ash layers, which many
believe is a trace of the famous lost civilization (Figure 1.3).

The landscape still bears clear marks of the great eruption: towards the crater there are
steep red and black rock cliffs up to 300m high covered with light-coloured ash and pumice,
and on the outer side there are smooth hills and long beaches with dark sand. The volcano

fremains active, as indicated by the sulphur-coloured warm water surfacing at the middle of
Caldera bay, which is almost 400m deep.

Santorini climate

Climatic conditions are typical of the south Aegean region, with long sunshine and low
precipitation. Humidity is fairly high even in summer due to the seawater mass, and for the

dsame reason seasonal temperature fluctuations are rather limited generating mild winters and
summers. Winds usually come from the north quite strongly – especially in winter – although
the ones from the south can be fairly severe too. Despite the widespread perception of the
Greek islands as warm places, the Santorini climate is rather cool during several months, and

dcomfortable conditions can be improved by the intense solar radiation – but also worsened
by the forceful winds (Figures 1.4 to 1.8).

The four elements of Santorini’s architecture 13

FIGURE 1.3 Detail from an Akrotiri fresco from the seventeenth century BC
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FIGURE 1.4 Mean ambient temperature and humidity in Santorini lie within the comfort zone
for most of the year, but with a substantial period on the cold side
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Santorini architecture

The built fabric

The old settlements of Santorini – as in most small Aegean islands – are placed far from the
shore: the fear of pirate assaults forced the locals to settle on steep cliffs or hidden valleys that
offered better defence or were harder to spot from the sea (Figure 1.9). High density, narrow
streets and small buildings have resulted from many factors: shortage of safe land, mutual
protection from the wind and solar heat, security, family growth, saving of construction
materials and the highly communal spirit of the old societies (Figure 1.10). In similar cases,
for example, Mykonos and Astypalea, densities of up to one person per square metre have
been reported, so we can imagine crammed conditions in Santorini too – without counting
the numerous domestic animals, from chicken to donkeys.

Oia, a village of predominantly naval population at the north-west end of Santorini, features
a layout clearly reflecting a hierarchical society: ship crews were living in crammed dwellings
stacked on the steep cliff, while rich captains’ mansions were occupying comfortable space
on the flat top with far better daylight and ventilation conditions; both classes were at a ‘safe’
distance from the farmers of nearby village of Finikia (Figure 1.11).

Major building features

The buildings of Santorini resemble those in the rest of Cycladic islands: solid volumes, thick
masonry walls with small openings, the whitewashed plaster skin covering almost everything
with an integrative power, the creation of composition through continuous repetition
(Figures 1.12 and 1.13).

All these elements have produced organic urban and building forms, evolving through a
long response to the climatic conditions using the locally available resources and at the same
time reflecting the social evolution through time (Figure 1.14).

16 Thanos N. Stasinopoulos
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A particular ergonomic scale is evident, similar to the one found in ships: low doors, narrow
and steep stairs, tiny inner/outer spaces. These are products of necessity rather than choice,
since the dominant design rule was material and space minimalism (Figure 1.15).

Nature is the chief designer of that architectural idiom, imposing its whims on the local
builders, i.e. the dwellers themselves in most cases. Climate, earthquakes, scarcity of materials
and topography had been the primary design parameters, and were respected with admirable

The four elements of Santorini’s architecture 17

FIGURE 1.10 An avalanche of whitewashed plaster

FIGURE 1.9 Santorini houses resembling seagulls on the cliff top; a small anchorage below



integrity and ingenuity. Tradition resulting from long experience was dictating the building
mspecifications from layout to decoration, with little ground for experiments or deviations from

the established norms.
In such context, the introduction of neoclassical elements at the end of the nineteenth

fcentury must have been a radical act, adopted by rich captains who could afford showing off
that they were following the new architectural style that was then flourishing in Europe (Figures
1.16 and 1.17).

18 Thanos N. Stasinopoulos

FIGURE 1.11 Social hierarchy is reflected in spatial layout: captain mansions above crew dwellings

FIGURE 1.12 A typical vaulted house
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FIGURE 1.13 A typical two-storey vaulted house; auxiliary rooms form a small yard protected
from the wind; an open balcony offers view in calm weather

FIGURE 1.14 Organic forms: an outcome of necessities and time
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FIGURE 1.15 Minimalist aerodynamic forms over the windswept sea

FIGURE 1.16 A typical façade of a captain’s mansion; the wooden shutters are protected by large
glazing

FIGURE 1.17
Elaborate mansion
windows



The four elements

Earth

Building materials

The main building material is the plentiful red or black lava stone, used with or without
dmortar and covered with plaster that protects the joints from the decay caused by wind and

rain, also offering clearly visible evidence of cracks.
Although surrounded by the sea, Santorini is a very dry, windswept volcanic land hostile

to vegetation, especially trees. As a result, timber had been a costly luxury, brought from
distant places and over steep cliffs, which the locals used to construct items such as boats,
furniture and doors rather than building elements such as roofs, lintels and wall ties.

The volcano has offered a compensation for the lack of structural timber: ‘Theran soil’, a
volcanic ash with properties very similar to cement, had been widely used from ancient times
to make mortar that was very strong, easily available and cheap (Figure 1.18).

Vaults

Given the scarcity of timber and the abundance of Theran soil, it is no wonder that the locals
developed an architecture based on the compression strength of stone: the most common
way to span large or small spaces was through quite thin vaulted roofs, bridging the gap between
the much thicker sidewalls that withstand the horizontal forces of the vault (Figure 1.19).

This type of construction was so easy that it was applied in most buildings of every scale
(Figures 1.20 and 1.21), even in very small ones (Figure 1.22). Today it has become the
‘trademark’ of Santorini, with many concrete replicas in spite of their higher cost than the
original version.

The four elements of Santorini’s architecture 21

FIGURE 1.18 Theran soil gives a powerful mortar that defies natural forces and time



rThin vaults offer little protection against solar heat coming from high altitude in summer
for radiant losses to the clear night sky in winter, so they were often covered by a layer of

pumice – another product of the volcano – enclosed in parapets that converted the curved
top into a flat roof (Figure 1.23).

This made rainwater collection easier. Moreover, it was a way to show off wealth, since
vaults were regarded as a too common and less ‘classy’ structure than timber flat roofs.
For instance, the elaborate cross-vault ceilings of rich mansions are visible only from inside,
as they have been hidden under ‘flat’ roofs (Figure 1.24).

As an extra sign of wealth, the upper half of the façades of these prominent buildings
is often ornamented with exposed red masonry (Figure 1.25), which in less lavish houses is
used only to outline openings. In less prestigious examples, the vaults are hidden behind
free-standing rectangular parapets or even triangular gables, adding a ‘neoclassical’ flavour
(Figure 1.26). The contemporary fashion (Figure 1.27) is ironic, given the past efforts to hide
the vaults.

Volcano and earthquakes

A key feature of old masonry buildings in Santorini is their resistance to earthquakes: frequent
tremors from the volcano are reminders of its presence, and traces of past calamities such as

 that of 1956 are still around. Aseismic rules shaped the overall geometry of the building,
as well as of many details in plan and elevation, such as thick side walls and thin vaults, buttresses
and tendons, narrow openings and rigid corners (Figure 1.28).
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FIGURE 1.19 Variations of vaults and cross-vaults
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FIGURE 1.20 A dialogue of vaults

FIGURE 1.21 Vaults of various sizes and shapes

FIGURE 1.22 A tiny cross-vaulted storeroom in a field
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FIGURE 1.23 A flat top over a vault with pumice infill in between

FIGURE 1.24 Multiple cross-vaults in a mansion; externally they are covered by a flat roof
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FIGURE 1.25 Cross-section of an elaborate mansion that was half destroyed by an earthquake in
1956; the carved masonry façade and wooden railing were signs of wealth

FIGURE 1.26 Vaults hidden behind false façades

FIGURE 1.27 Contemporary flat roofs disguised as vaults



Excavated shelters

Santorini is one of the few places in Europe with troglodytes even today: the special
properties of the ground, coupled with the necessity to economize on materials, led locals
to excavate vaulted caves into the soft top layers of the volcanic ash. These are widely used
as dwellings, stables (Figure 1.29), wineries or even churches (Figure 1.30). Their front was
enclosed by masonry walls, frequently supporting the veranda of the next house up. The
deep caves were typically divided into two or three rooms by partitions similar to the front
elevations; the front room was for daytime use, with a bedroom and a storage room at the
back (Figures 1.31 and 1.32). These are the best structures to withstand earthquakes, with
the additional benefit of acting as free heating and cooling mechanisms due to the large thermal
mass of earth.

26 Thanos N. Stasinopoulos

FIGURE 1.28 Buttresses support a large vault covered by flat roof

FIGURE 1.29 Excavated stable with decorated entry
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FIGURE 1.30 An excavated church; the flat top is used for rainwater collection

FIGURE 1.31 Excavated houses are often separated into two or three rooms with narrow façades
on a common yard



Topography

Due to the steep ground, a vertical urban layout has been developed: the top of a house is
frequently the veranda of the one above – or perhaps a public street (Figure 1.33). Thus an
unusual three-dimensional property system has been adopted, requiring close cooperation
between neighbours in issues such as construction, access and sewage (Figure 1.34). Needless
to say, such a layout requires numerous stairs of many forms and sizes – and, of course, brave
legs and hearts (Figure 1.35).

Recycling

The major construction difficulty, even today, has been the transport of materials over cliffs
and steps with the only available – and best suited – means: donkeys and mules (Figure 1.36).
It explains odd features such as massive rock chunks left on verandas or half-ruined walls
merged into later structures, in order to bypass the hard task of taking the rubble away (Figure
1.37). The excavated walls of caves are sometimes ‘adorned’ by protruding rocks, left as they
were found during construction in order not to alter the stability of the ground or to increase
the transportation burden (Figure 1.38).

28 Thanos N. Stasinopoulos

FIGURE 1.32 Interior of an excavated house, looking in and out; internal partitions imitate the
façade
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FIGURE 1.33 Excavated and built dwellings were stacked on the steep ground in a three-
dimensional layout

FIGURE 1.34 Three-dimensional layout
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FIGURE 1.35 A mélange of roofs, walls, terraces and stairs; most surfaces are used for rainwater
collection

FIGURE 1.36 Traditional transport means – the only way to address the numerous steps
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FIGURE 1.37 Old ruins embedded in a new elevation

FIGURE 1.38 Rocks left on the excavated ceiling



Fire

Cooling

Solar radiation is quite intense in Santorini, especially in summer when clouds disappear for
more than two months. Outdoor surfaces, whitewashed just before Easter, reduce the solar
load on indoor spaces. At the same time, outdoor areas can become too uncomfortable due
not only to solar heat coming from the sky, but also to heat reflected from the sunlit surfaces
nearby, especially the light-coloured pavements. Discomfort is intensified by the blinding

rglare and the heat emitted from the warmed-up mass even after sunset; it is the summer
northern winds that may bring relief, provided they are not too strong.

Pergolas and canopies require costly timber; they should also be rigid enough to withstand
the forceful winds, thus becoming even more costly. Furthermore, water scarcity and the
strong winds prohibit the growth of climbers. For those reasons, solar protection in outdoor
spaces was offered only by the shade of adjacent buildings or free-standing walls – the same
ones that were also used for wind protection. With such harsh conditions outdoors, it was
only the dark indoor spaces which offered comfort in daytime, thanks to their heavy mass
with low radiant temperature.

Heating

At the beginning of winter the reflectivity of the whitewashed surfaces is reduced by
accumulated dust and the autumn rains. Solar heat would be welcome, but the small windows
do not provide much indoors; occupant thermal comfort has to be achieved by other means.

Winter is rather chilly in Santorini, also humid and windy. The only fuel for space heating
and cooking was in the form of bush branches, meticulously picked from the countryside.
Small portable stoves were the only substitute for heavy clothes, metabolic heat or patience,
since there were no fireplaces other than the ones in the kitchen.

However, due to the large heat capacity of the earth that dampens down diurnal and seasonal
temperature fluctuations, a satisfactory level of thermal comfort can be achieved in the excavated
dwellings during most of the winter, reducing the need for extra heating that is required
mainly to lessen discomfort caused by humidity.

The small openings minimize heat losses, a vital benefit in the not so distant era when
glass was a luxury for the few – if available at all; but at the same time they decrease natural
light in the interior, where oil lamps and candles were left to provide the only light sources.

Water

Precipitation

Annual rainfall seldom exceeds 370mm in Santorini, and the volcanic earth hardly holds under -
ground water reserves. Consequently plants survive mainly on air moisture in summer. As
already said, the meagre vegetation offers limited firewood supplies and makes structural timber
an exotic luxury.

Snow is another rarity, but humidity is a constant annoying factor, promoting mould growth
in the dark, poorly ventilated caves. Additionally, it lessens indoor comfort, especially at the
end of winter when the radiant temperature of the cave walls is at its lowest.
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Domestic water and hygiene

Before the era of bottled water, water tankers and desalination, the precious liquid came only
from the sky; hence rainwater collection was a decisive factor in the overall layout and form
of each building – even churches or country houses (Figure 1.39). The typical dwelling had
one or more underground cisterns where rainwater was collected from roofs and terraces via

yelaborate routes. Stored water was disinfected with a piece of limestone and was carefully
withdrawn through a hatch over the cistern. Lime was also used to disinfect the water route,
which had to remain free of animal droppings.

The washrooms were built away from the main quarters, usually above a small closet
containing a collection tank; its contents – mixed with pumice – were periodically transported
on donkeys to the fields outside the village as a man-made fertilizer (Figure 1.40).

fA striking change today is the use of old cisterns as septic tanks, and also the addition of
numerous swimming pools, again due to ‘demand by visitors’.
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FIGURE 1.39 A country chapel with cross vault and symmetrical facade; the rainwater cistern is
located under the terrace

FIGURE 1.40 Typical toilets; sewage was collected in a basket



Air

Wind

Santorini is totally exposed to the frequent winds that sweep the Aegean Sea, a fact that local
plants know all too well (Figures 1.41 and 1.42). It is only the cliffs around Caldera and small
valleys that offer some protection, unless they face the incoming air stream where discomfort
is intensified by the sand-blast effect caused by turbulence. Wind protection is of prime
importance for outdoor living, as shown by many courtyards with raised walls or lowered
floors where view has been sacrificed for sheltering (Figure 1.43).

Ventilation

rVentilation and daylight can be provided into the deep excavated caves only through their
façade. The typical clerestory above the door lets the warm air escape, also letting in daylight
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FIGURE 1.41 Trees pointing to the prevailing wind direction

FIGURE 1.42
Spiral vines withstand
strong winds



to the maximum depth possible. This is supplemented in some cases by vertical ducts through
the ground above that admit air and light into the dark and unventilated rooms.

Lack of heating and limited ventilation trigger condensation; this happens even more so
in the excavated vaults that are surrounded by the moisture of the soil. It is easy to imagine

rthe unhealthy living conditions under such circumstances; considering also the chronic water
shortages and the co-existence with numerous animals, one should have a smelly rather than
an idyllic picture of everyday life in the past.

Conclusion

If Santorini is to be appreciated, it is not because of its ‘poetic’ forms or breathtaking vistas:
aside from aesthetics, living conditions in the past were not very attractive for the other senses
or for one’s health. The architecture that we cherish today as ‘picturesque’ is in fact the product

dof a long struggle for survival in an adverse environment by generations who have managed
to squeeze their means out of the available natural resources in a sustainable manner. What

rshould really be honoured is the fact that the locals adapted their notion of comfort and other
needs to the local setting, and merged the effects of the four elements into an honest, minimalist
architectural idiom, thus offering a brilliant example of vernacular environmental sustainability

y(Table 1.1). Perhaps here we should contemplate the fifth element as the spirit and ingenuity
of the locals who have created and sustained life out of the other four.

Remarks

• Climatic data in this paper is from Greek National Meteorological Service (EMY);
measurements 1931–40, 1954–56, 1960–70.

• Thanos has added his own data to the psychometric chart, the comfort zone in Figure
1.4 is after (or based on) Markus, T. A. and Morris, E. N. (1980) dBuildings, climate and
energy, London, Pitman.
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FIGURE 1.43 A small yard where the sea view has been sacrificed for wind protection



TABLE 1.1 Relation between the four elements and features of Santorini architecture

Fire Water Air Earth

layout dense fabric for dense fabric for stepped back due 
mutual shading mutual wind to topography

protection

building types excavated
masonry vaults

layout yards for shade terraces for yards for wind narrow and deep 
ffeatures rainwater collection protection spaces

materials Theran soil for no water? robustness needed, soil easy to dig
mortar no timber! to withstand wind large variety of stones
pumice for difficult transport
insulation

walls heat capacity wind protection earthquake
dampens plastered to avoid horizontal vault forces
temperature swings decay

roofs insulated with no timber? vaults! heavy to avoid uplift covered with pumice
pumice rainwater collection

windows small size reduces arched lintels shutters behind small size to avoid 
heat transfer glazing for wind wall weakening

protection

fforms compact to curved structures aerodynamic compact to save 
minimize fabric with compression shapes and details materials
heat flow materials only reduce wind effects aseismic rules dictate 

rainwater geometry
channelling affects embedded rubble and
geometry rocks to reduce

transport

heating minimal direct gain no fuel for heating, wind may reduce thermal mass augments 
just for cooking comfort indoor air temperature 
moisture lessens in early winter
indoor comfort

cooling high reflectivity no timber for wind may improve thermal mass absorbs 
reduces solar load shading comfort heat, improving 
warm mass emits no climbers strong winds indoor comfort
heat for shading damage shading 

moisture enhances devices
indoor comfort

ventilation clerestories expel dampness and clerestories and air limited in caves
warm air mould due to ducts enhance air 

limited ventilation movement

daylight small openings limited in caves
sufficient for 
summer daylight
clerestories admit 
daylight more deeply

watering rainwater collection no water reserves in
plants surviving on volcanic ground
moisture
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Introduction

The environmental approach

Throughout time, and in all cultures, architecture has
been directly linked to resource availability. Resources
have been a fundamental influence on the forms of built
structures and this still serves as a valid paradigm. An
appropriate definition of Islamic architecture may be as
an ante litteram synthetic expression of functionalism and
sustainable design. This is a possible definition that results
from considering how Islamic architecture is the outcome
of logical, functional design, customized and adapted to
the environment and to local resources and materials,
responsive to harsh climatic conditions while adhering
with the well-defined principles of Islam. The Islamic
definition of environment embraces the territory; nature
and humans shape and organize the territory and thereby
produce the environment. Egyptian Islamic architecture
is a product determined by the harsh and dry climate, by
Islamic culture, by the Bedouin and Berbers’ peaceful
trading and aggressive incursions, by the slave trade from
Sudan to the Americas, with all of this occurring in a
wide, deserted, hilly territory with scarce water and
building resources. Another important factor is the study
and application of the principles of the Holy Q’ran,
which have undeniably shaped Islamic architecture. As
this practice affects the concept of overall Muslim life, 
it is possible to investigate how behavioural religious
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